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Abstract. We srudy bilateral negotiations where both parties have outside
options of uncertain value. First. we argue that the relevant attribute of
an outside option is the time by which its value is revealed rather than the
time up to whch it is available. Second, we show that a random outside
option is potenridy worth much more and never less - than its straight
expected x-alue. T h r d . we prove that, rather ~ h a nby threats. delays might
be caused by ihe bargainers' waiting for their outside option to become
available and/or ro reveal its value. Finally, we point out that as additional
outside options are added to the opportunities of a bargainer, the strategic
advantage of he original autside options may decrease.
-
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Introduction

Bargaining does not take place in a yacuum. but rather in a changing
environment. The opportunities available to players if they decide to quit
bargaining change. and the options' known or uncertain characteristics also
may vary 01-er rime, In this paper we provide insight on how bargaining
develops in changing environments by analyzing a bargaining game where
both players enjos- outside options of uncertain value that arise and cease
to be available 9s-er :ime.
We will first argue that the relevant attribute of an outside option is
the time by :vhich its vaiue is revealed rather than the time up t o ivhich
it is available. Second, \ve will show that a random outside option is potentially worth much more - and never less - than its straight expected
'Wc have 'i~enefitetlfro111 :he ronllnent,s a n d sllggestiolrs of t,wo alloiiynlolls referees (ill
cxrlier versloll ,,f :his work. Support to Ponsati t,llrougll researcll grailt,s PB-9S-1193
fro111 DGCYT ,illti 3GR.-96-75 from CIRIT and to SBkovics through HC41 prograln of
the E C c:ontracr CHRX-CT9-1-O4ti09 "Games aiid Markets" and fro111 D G C Y T t,hrough
zrallt. PB'33-0tj;CI is ;rarefully ackllowletlged.
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then -in the absence of risk aversion I - the uncertain options would be
strategically equivalent to fixed options with a value equal to the expected
value of the former ones. Therefore, a crucial element of our model is the
revelation date, a parameter which gives the time period at the beginning of
which the uncertainty is resolved, via a random draw according t o the prior
distribution. In addtion, we introduce two more dates that are significant
in an option's life: the f i s t date it is available and the last period in which it
can be taken, its maturity date. Moreover. in a bargaining situation which
is symmetric - in the sense that both parties can make proposals - we find
it more realistic that both players be offered outside opportunities. Moving
from one-sided to twesided outside options has dramatic effects2 and the
combination of uncertainty and twesided options yields results that are in
sharp contrast with the earlier results of Shaked and Sutton (1984) (where
the "outside option principle"3 was formulated) and Shaked (1994)~.where
one-sided, certain outside options are added to a Rubinstein game.
The maturity date makes our model practicalla- h t e , since the subgame
following it is the original Rubinstein game. which has a unique subgameperfect equilibrium. This makes possible the use of backward induction to
resolve the game, yieldng a unique solution despite the two-sided options
environment. We show that, apart from this important conceptual effect
- as long as it is posterior to the revelation date - the magnitude of the
maturity date is irrelevant.
The outside options affect the nature of equilibrium in several ways.
Players can take their outside options before their values are revealed if
their distributions are sufficiently attractive. for the outside option's value
is not discounted after it is selected. Fbrther the players may wait to learn
their outside option before negotiating. Finally, even a mid level outside
option value may lead to an extreme division of surplus. Once it is credible
for the proposer to accept her outside option after the current period. then
the responding player accepts any offer equal to her reservation value or

value. Third, we will prove that. rather than being caused bj- threats. delays might be caused b\- the bargainers' waiting for their outside option
to become available and/or to reveal its value. Finally. we will point out
that the prospect of several future outside opportunities is not necessar~
better than the prospect of a single one, since as additional outside options
appear the strategic advantage of the original ones may decrease.
Here we propose a sample of four stylized bargaining stories consistent
with the distinctive elements of our model. i) that the value of outside
opportunities is uncertain, ii? that both players enjol the possibility of
these opportunities. and iii) that strategic capabilities depend crucially on
the dates the options appear and mature and on the dates uncertainties
are removed.
1) Arbitration: The Teachers Union bargains with the School Board of
City A. Each party can unilaterally call for an arbitrated decision. The
arbitrator has been nominated recently and has no record on school cases.
However she has been called to arbitrate in a similar case in City B and
will be announcing a decision in 10 days.

2) Sports: Soccer Star A bargains over his contract with team B while
he is also waiting to hear an offer from another team nex-t week. Medical
reports on another player are also due next week. Depending on these
medical reports. the alternative player will or will not be fit to play as
a perfect substitute of A. Agreements must take place before the season
starts in two weeks.

3) Home-ownership: Buyer B and seller S are negotiating over the sale
of S's home. There is another house that B likes but its oxiner is away on
a trip until next week. S has an appointment with another potential buyer
also next week.
4) Exclusive vs. standard designs: Two firms. F and f. bargain over a contract that could make f the provider of an exclusively designed component
in F's production. There is a competi!,ive market for standard components
where F and f can buy and sell respectively. Both firms can adapt their production to standard or exclusively designed components. but not to both.
Both fims have complete information on the costs and benefits of the exclusive design alternative. In contrast, there is uncertainty on how well the
standard design adapts to F's needs, and there is uncertainty on f's costs
to produce the 'standard' component. The technical departments at both
firms are carrying out research to remove this uncertainty and their reports
are due on day D.
With uncertainty about the sizes of the outside options. as in all om
bargaining stories. the most relevant question is: When does the uncertainty
resolve? A manent of reflection suffices to see that if it is never resolved
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'lhe main insight oi our model is that. an uncertain outside option has
many of the properties of a stock option. The strategic value of the Outside
option is a function of the right,-tail of its cumulative distribution. The
distinction between outside options and stock options is that an outside
option is never exercised (if the values of the outside options leave room for
surplus). so that the exact value of the outside option is not important so
long as it is above a threshold to make its acceptance a credible thrLat. The
potential for exercising an option at. a later date if its value is sufficiently
large increases the payoff for a given player in any agreement.
As an extension, we examine the case when a player can choose among
several outside options. Our main findings here are that whether an option
has an effect on the outcome depkrlds exclusively on the upper end of the
support. of its distribution and that the presence of an alt,ernative option
decreases the strategic value of a given outside opportunity.
A complementary, more general, motivation for our work is the observation that in the real world many "games" are played at the same time
(possibly involving the same player in multiple games) and therefore the
evolution of game A has direct effects on a player's preferences (and therefore her strategy) in game B. In our Soccer tale, A may expect a negotiation
with the alternative team to start after hearing a first offer. In our homeownership tale, the owner of the alternative house and B (or S and the
potential buyer that will visit her next week) ma>-entci a negotiation. In
both cases these negotiations will influence and be influenced by the events
in our main story. Of course, the straightforward aa!. to deal with such situations would be to model the set of interacting games as a unique game thus
internalizing all the e~t~ernalities.
However, we believe that understandmg
simple, two-person games can provide important insight that nil1 help in
understanhng of the more complicated games.' Thxefore. our approach
is t o concentrate on bilateral bargaining while taking into account at least
the most important cross-effects."n this paper, these boil down to the
consideration of random outside options.
Finally, a few words on related literature. Rilodels of strategic bargaining
with symmetric but. imperfect. information are very scarce. Vislie (1988)

model of Shaked and Sutton (1984) and derives the corresponchng unique
equilibrium. Avery and Zemsky (1994a) consider a model in which exogenous shocks affect the gains from trade. The outcome of each shock is
revealed after the proposer made her offer but before the responder's move.
Consequently. the responder can use this "private" information to reduce
the proposer's "first mover'' advantage. In equilibrium, the first proposal
is not accepted for all possible realizations of the shock and therefore there
will be delay with positive probability before agreement occurs. This inefficiency, in turn. ma)- cause multiple equilibria. and hence deterministic
delay. accordmg to the Money Burning Principle (see. Avery and Zemsky
(1994b)). Finally, Merlo and Wilson (1995) also analyze a stochastic model
of sequential bargaining, although they only consider the variability of the
available surplus and do not allow for (random) outside options. they also
obtain equilibria where the players disagree in some states of the world
because they both expect to improve their shares in the future.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the set up, definitions and instrumental results that are used for characterizing equilibria in
Section 3. Section 4 addresses the model with multiple successive outside
options. Section 5 concludes.
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As mentioned above. we use the Rubinstein procedure as the base model of
our bargaining process. In addition, we assume that there is an outside option' available to each player that they can take at the end of every period.
The values of the options. ii = (GI. a 2 ) , are random variables, distributed
according to the joint cdf F : [O.11 x [O,11 + 10.11. which IS common knowledge between the players. The unconditional expected value of the option
of Player i is denoted by E,. In addition, the options are characterized by a
three-tuple - which, for simplicit5 are assume is the same for both of them:
{Ta, ( 5 ), TT.( 5 )T. m ( w ) ) . Ta is the first period in which the options are
available. If a player takes her option at any time before it is available, her
payoff is discounted up to this time. At the beginning of period T' the uncertainty is revealed. and the realization of the random variables becomes
common knowledge. Finally, Tmis the maturity date of the options: if they
have not been taken at Tmor before, they cease to be available.
Let us start the analysis by defining the most crucial attribute of a random option:

I
"We do not wish t,o play dowll the iniport,ance of t,he research carried out on decellt,ralizetl markcts (see Osl)or~it:ant1 Rubilist,cin (1990) for a surve\- of t,hc pre-llinet,ies
lit,erat,~re:see also Helidon and Tranaes (1991), Moldovanu (1993j and Helldoll et al.
(1994)). However, the primary colicern of t,Ilis literature is t.o see whet,her t,hese markets
iinpleirleilr IValrasian equilibria and if not. horn- efficient t,hey are. R-hile they treat the
fine details of the ext,ernalit,ies in a fleeting nlanner.
6 0 i ~ of
e t,lie ol)vious effect,^ of t,his genre is t h e consequence of 1,ouiided rat.ionalitY:
players with liinit,ed memory. computing power, et,c. will have t,o "ration" their resources
ainong the? ganies t,hey are simultaneously playing. Without discounting t h e inlport.allce
and int.erest of this type of consideratioils. ill t,liis paper we would like t,o concent,rate
anotlier as1)ect of t,he ext,erilalit,ies.

The strategic value of a random outside option

Definition 1 T h e strategic value of the random option of Player i; Ai,i s
the utility h e expects t o obtain i n the un,ique subgame-perfect Nash equilib-

'

7 ~ o 1x.cvity's
r
sitkc, fro111 here on we will refer t,o it silnl,ly as an opt~ion

;

r i u m of the subgame starting at T'.8
As Lemma 1 demonstrates, the strategic value of an option is always
well defined, and it is never less, and is often significantly more than its
expected value. In order to c l a r i ~the intuition behind the lemma, we first
present the result for the case where only one player has an option.

L e m m a 1 If only Player 1 has an option: its strategic value to he? is
2) If T' = Trn)

It is interesting to observe that while this is effectively an "option value"
effect, the parallel with options in financial markets applies with the roles
reversed: it is the continuation value not the outside opportunity that plays
the role of an option (understood as a derivative security). That is, when
a player buys the opportunity to get to an agreement with his bargaining
partner after he learns about the value of his outside option, he is effectively
buying an option not to have to take his outside option.

Lemma 2 If both players have options, their strategic values to the players
are (i being the proposer in the period ):I1
i)If T' = T n ,

i f 1 proposes at T',

othemise.
ii) If T' < Tm

)

if 1 proposes a t T',

otherwise.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 below.

.

Note that when the maturity date coincides with the revelation of the
realization of the option,10 if there is an arbitrarily small positive probability that the option realizes a valu{!/:
above that period's Rubinstein share
(or, if T' is odd, an even lower value) then, irrespective of the rest of the
distribution of her option, Player 1's continuation value will exceed what
she would obtain in the Rubinstein game starting in period T'. Therefore,
a random outside option is potentially kbrth much more - and never less
- than its straight expected value; hence it is to be evaluated at its ''certainty equivalent": the option's strategic (or conditional) expected value.
* ~ o t , that
e
this definition refers to the gross effect of the opt,ion. taking into acc,ount
t.he continuation value t,hat, would result in it,s absence.
"ate t,llat when only one player has a n opt,ion A1 A:! EE 1.
l0lf t,he revelation dat,e preceeds t h e rnaturit,)~dat,e the situatiou is less clear cut,, but
it is qualit,atively similar.

+

+

Proof. If the sum of the realizations of the options, a1 a2, exceeds one,
then at least one player will prefer taking her option right away to any
other feasible equilibrium payoff, and thus the result obviously holds true.
Otherwise, we have two cases to consider, Tmeven and Tm odd. If is even,
the option matures at a date when Player 2 makes the offer. Now, observe
that, since after this date the game reverts to a standard Rubinstein game,
in the last period of the options' life Player 1's unique subgame-perfect
and max{al,&) otherwise. Similarly,
equilibrium payoff is a1 if a2
- if is odd, Player 1's unique subgame-perfect equilibrium offer (which is
s2 and min{l - a2,&) otherwise.
always accepted) is 1 - a2 if a l
TO see this, note that if a player can threaten to opt out in case her offer

> &,
>

:

" w e adopt the convent.ioll t,hat. t,he first argument of F(.,.) is Player i's opt.ion.

is not accepted, she can claim the whole surplus - less the other players'
option value -, whenever such a threat is credible.'' Moreover: note that the
continuation value of the proposer at Tmin case she stays is her Rubinstein
share in the next period, which has a present value of
for her. Thus
opting out is credible if and only if her outside option is larger than this
value. If taking the option by the proposer is not credible thei, by the
Outside Option Principle, that threat simply has no effect and either the
responder earns the value of his option or the Rubinstein outcome prevails.
This completes the proof of i).
If T r < T m , using the Shaked-Sutton backward induction argument, we
can derive the players' continuation values at T r . We have two cases to
consider, depending on whether the reahzed options are above or below
the threshold d u e for credibility for the proposer's option! $.
If neither option is credible, then, by the Outside Option Principle, they
Therefore, the players'
do not affect the negotiation, since 6'
continuation values at TTare simply their appropriate (depending on who
makes the offer at. Tr) Rubinstein shares.
If at least one player's option exceeds
then in all periods between
(and including) Trand Tm - 1, the unique subgame payoff for Player i is
1 - a j if she is the proposer and ai otherwise. To see thls. first note that,
if the claim is true a period then it is also true for the previous period,
since the options will always be credible for the proposer (he expects a j in
the next period, which has a discounted value of 6aj 5 aj). As we sau7in
the first paragraph of this proof, if the proposer's option is credible, the
unique subgame equilibrium is the one posited above. Thus: all we have
left to prove is that for period Tm - 1 the result holds also. To see this,
let j be the proposer in that period. This implies that in period Tm i's
continuation values are ai or rnax{ai, &), when j's option is credble and
when it is not, respectively. Then i's option is credible in period Tm - I ,
since 6ai 5 ai, and since 6' 5 ai, whenever j's option is not credible, by
assumption.

any (common knowledge) distribution over maturity dates that has a finite
; support.
Observe also that, even though we allow for opting out in every period,
we still obtain a unique equilibrium, unlike Shaked (1987/1994). There, one
player has an option, and that player's choice to exercise the option can be
credible in some but not all periods. Here, since both players have outside
options, if the option is a credible choice by one player in a given period,
then it is also a credible choice b~ the other player in the previous period
(since he will be offered only the option next period, the option today is
a better payoff and thus taking it is a credible threat). Thus if an option
is to be credible in the future, then both options are also credible at all
earlier stages of the game. This, in principle, does not rule out multiplicity:
in Ponsati and SBkovics (1998a) both players can opt out in every period,
their options are credible and still there is multiplicity. The difference,
however, is that our present model is not stationary (it is effectively finite
horizon) and therefore the continuation values are fixed (that is, unique)
in period Tr, which, by backward induction, yields a unique outcome in all
previous periods too.

Lemma 2 is an interesting result or.I its own right, since in its proof the
unique subgame perfect equilibrium of a complete information alternatingoffer game with a finite lived outside option for each player is characterized.
Note that the maturity date is only relevant insofar as it is equal or not
to the revelation date, independently of the identity of the last proposer
before the option expires. Moreover, when the revelation date is different
from the maturity date, the only difference is that the responder needs a
lower realization of her option to influence the outcome. Otherwise, the
maturity date is irrelevant. In fact, the exact date of maturity need not
be known to the players to obtain our results, which can be extended for

The BISV is calculated via simple backward induction. Suppose it is
Player i who proposes in period T. Then, in equilibrium, in period T-1
Player j has to offer at least &Aito i, while she is urilling to offer no more
than a share of 1 - 6Aj to him. fiote that, by assumption, 6Ai 5 1 - 6Aj,
so she will offer 1 - 6Aj to i, giving her a payoff of 1 - 6Ai (since i will
accept). In consequence, in period T-2 i has to offer 6(1- &Ai)to j, and so
on. Overall, Player 1's continuation value in period t < T is given by the
following table - Player 2's payoff is one minus this value. (Row gives the
proposer in period t, Column the proposer in period T):

$

< &.

&,

The SPE with a single outside option for each
player
Knowing the value of the subgame starting at TT , we can derive the solu-
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tion of the entire game. Let us start with a useful definition:

Definition 2 Take a ~ubznsteingame without the possibility of opting out
and with exogenously imposed continuation values, AI and AII (AI+ ArI 5
$)I3 , for the players in period T. The backward inducted strategic value
(BISV) of the period T proposer at t < T is that player's continuation value
in period t.

.

laIVot,t: t,llat if a t sonic poilit in t,ime t,lir discount.ed sum of t,lle players' strat,egic values
exceeds 1 t , l l e ~a ~
t least olle of bhem will always prefer waiting unt.il period T Pto agreeing
f at ally valuc.

1
1 2 ~ l i iargument,
s
was first put forward in Shaked (1987/1994)

game equilibrium in some period. As the revelation date increases there
are four possible phases in the equilibrium play. These must follow each
other in a monotone order. However, depending on the parameters. some
of the phases may not come about. The phases as the revelation date moves
into the future are i) "dealing out" the opponent at the discounted expected
value of h s option; ii) taking the options before their value is known; iii)
"dealing out" at the discounted expected value of the other's continuation (which includes an "option value"); iv) waiting for next period. We
summarize this exercise in the following straightforward proposition.

Table 1
Let us now interpret A as the strategic value of an option in period T.
Observe that the option is effective (that is, it modifies the partition that
would result in its absence) if andanly if A is larger than its owner's Rubinstein share in period T , independent of the size of T (c.f. the remark
following Lemma 1). This observation should be interpreted as a generalization (and strengthening) of the Outside Option Principle.14 The important
fact here is that even though the option is to be discounted in case it'is
taken, it is its undiscounted value what matters when it is used as a threat.
In a parallel way, the value of the outside option at the beginning of the
bargaining game is significantly more than simply its dscounted strategic
value. Whenever the option is effective, its (strategic) value at time zero
is the sum of two terms: its discounted strategic value and an increasing
(!) proportion 1 - 6 of the Rubinstein share.15 By the proof of Lemma
T,
2 it is quite clear why is it A what matters instead of the straight expected value of the option. The other term is a drect consequence of the
Rubinstein formulation.
How does the strategic advantage derived from having the option trade
off against the "first mover advantage1'? The direct comparison of the
four different situations with different bargaining pcwer (1 or 2 makes the
firstllast offer) is not feasible because the different delays that necessarily
arise between the first offer and the revelation date. Instead, we propose
the comparison of two hypothetical situations, where both the strategic
value and the revelation date, T-t, are assumed to stay constant while we
change the identity of the first proposer. In this case, the difference between
just as in the game without outside
being a first or a second mover is
options.
Let us now return to the characterization of the equilibria of our game
with stochastic outside options. The equilibrium behavior from period T'
on we have already settled. To fully characterize the equilibrium we use
backwards induction, simply observing that the equilibrium moves in previous periods are more restricted depending on which is the uniquel"sul>-

Proposition 3 The game with a n outside option for each player has a
unique SPE. It can be computed by backwards induction as follows:

i ) Compute the unique equilibrium behavior from penod T T o n (see
Lemma 1). Using these strategic values, the equilibrium action pro.files at T' - 1 can be derived easily. Depending o n the parameters,
these must be one of the following:
a) waiting for next period's payoff;
b) agreeing at a value holding the responder t o the discounted expected value of her continuation payoff next period;

(

c ) taking their respective outside options (without knowing their
realization);
d) agreeing at a value holding the responder to the (possibly) discounted expected value of her option.
ii) For all t

-

1, z:f the equilibrium action profiles at t are

a) then the equzlibnum actzon profiles at t -1 are (a): (b), ( c ) or
( 4;
b) then the equilibnum actzon profiles at t -1 are (b), (c) or (d);

s,/

1 4 ~ u b i o(1994) has shown a similar result,, for a t,iine-varying outside opt,ioii wit,h ex
a n t e known value.
15Not.e, however, t h a t the equilibrium share st.ill has a decreasing trend in T.
' w e assume t h a t when players are indifferent between two actions they choose the
oiie t h a t ends the game earlier.

< T'

c ) then the equilibnum action profiles at t -1 are either (c) or (d);
d) then the equzlzbnum actzon profiles at t -1 must be (d).
Let us now interpret what the proposition tells us (this will also provide
a sketch of the proof). First of all, it formalizes the intuition that if an
"
outside option has high option value (that is, its prior distribution has large
; variance) then the players may find it in their interest to delay agreement
until their information about their outside opportunities improves. If the
revelation date is "too far" in the future then the players will prefer to
end the game immediately. If neither player prefers her option to it they
. will agree at the corresponding BISV (b). Note that if in some period
t < T'both players prefer agreeing at the BISV of one of them to waiting.
r

then they do so in all previous periods as well.'' If at least one does then
they either both take the options (c) or they agree at the value which gives
the responder exactly as much as he would have obtained (in expectation)
opting out (d). Piow. if the options become available suf6ciently before
their revelation date then it may be the case that in periods previous to
ones where they would agree, they take their options (since the options do
not get discounted). Finally. if in a period before Ta they both take their
options then in (swEiciently) earlier periods agreement will be the unique
equilibrium, since the dscounted sum of the expected values of the options
decreases below one.
Having described the nature of the bargaining process n-hen the negotiators have a single outside option, we now turn our attention to the case
where the same player may choose among several outside opportunities.

I

B k (k

Bk+l ( k + 1)

+ 1) =

where t j k ) = Tk+l
otherwzse.

.

l-6c-(k)
+ 1 + 6 1

+ T,

BxTl (k i 1)6t(k)
-

Tk and t

*

6-6t*(k'

zf T k is odd
zf Ti zs even

(k) = t ( k ) if t ( k ) zs odd and t(k)

+1

Proof. The first equation follows from the same argument as the proof
of Lemma 1 (2). The second equation is a straightforward application of
Table 1.
Now we are ready to state the main result of this section:
Proposition 5 The uniqve outcome of the multi-option game, which is
supportable by a subgame-perfect equilibrium: is immediate agreement, with
Player 1 obtaining B ~ ( ~ ) E ~ '1-fi7'
-'
(where T* = Tl if Tl is even and
Tl -1 otherwise), unless Tl = 1, i n which case she obtains the whole surplus
if B1 (2) a1 (the realized value of the .first option) and B1 (2) othenuise.

+

<

Multiple options

4

In this section we analyze the case when Player 1 (the k s r proposer) has
several options available to her if she leaves the bargaining game. Specifically, assume that there are i
Y options, and option i matures at Tk and
its value is hstributed according to Fk. Without loss of generality, we assume that Tl
T2 ... TK. In order to be able to concentrate on the
issues arising from the multiplicity of options. in this section we assume
that Player 2 has no outside option and that T," = T,'= T p for all k.
Let us start by a generalization of the concept of backward inducted
strategic value for the multi-option setting.

<

< <

An immediate observation to make is that the upper end of the support
of an option's distribution function is a sufficient statistic for the entire
distribution."' The follon-ing corollary is then straightforward:
Corollary 6 I f and onlg zf the upper end of the support o,f al! the optzons
the outszde
maturing zn odd (even) periods zs no greater than
optzons have no zn.fluence on the bargaznzng outcome.

& (A)

Definition 3 T h e backward inducted strategic value q f the set of options
{j,j+l, ...,AT) at time Tk, denoted by Bk(j), is the equilibrium continuation
value of Player 1 in that period, only taking into account the existence of
options {j,ji-1,. ..,N).

As a consequence, the availability of several options over time gives rise to
a Coasian result: whenever one of the later options is effective? in periods
where she is the proposer Player 1's bargaining power is reduced with
respect to the case where she only has option 1, just as a monopolist seller
of a durable good drives down the price competing against herself. This
reduction takes the form that some outside options that on their own would
give a strategic value of one, will cease to be effective because of the later
option's presence.
To illust,rate how the potential effectiveness of earlier options is affected
by a later option being effective, we present the following example:

The way to calculate the BISVs is presented in the following lemma:
Lemma 4 The backward inducted strategic values o j the options are interrelated according to the following system of equation^:^"

Bk ( k ) =

Bk (k + 1)Fk(Bk ( k

+ 1))+ J;~(~+,,
ydFk (yj .

1-(1-Bk(k+1)Fk(Bk(k+1j+6-I)).

if T, is even
~ f ~ ~ i s o d d

l7Sirnply observe that all four eleineilts in Table I satisfi the relatioilship t.hat decreasing t by one gives a value t h a t is strictly greater t h a n niult,iplying that. eleinent b?

6.
l R ~ o t .that
e
B N ( N ) is t.he strategic value of the opt.ion inaturiilg last.

.

Proof. Sote that B1(l) can be considered as the strztegic value of a single
outside option whose value realizes at time T I . The rest folloa-s from Table
1. The results for Tl = I follow from the same argument as the proof of
Lemma 1 (2).

Example 1 Assume that the last option that is locallS effective (that is,
it has a strategic value that is different from the Rubinstein continuation),

!
f

'%By
t,iie first equat.ion in Leinina 1 it, follows that this is so for "ldcal" effect.iveness
But "global" effectiveness is just the local one checked sequent,iall?..

i.

matures in period 6 and i t yields a strategic value of A(6) =
W e are
now going to calculate what the maximal upper ends of the supports of the
distributions of the (potential) options in all the previovs periods are so
that the last option remains the one detemining the terms of agreement.
Since period 5 is odd, by Lemma 1 that period's option is effective iff
it is greater than S A ( ~ ) = $If. the option is not effective then E-iayer 1's
subgame-perfect share in that period is 1- S(1- $) =
Then in period
4 the option has to give Player 1 6 9 in order to be credible (as well as
effective, since we are in an even period). This will also be her subgameperfect share if the option is not effective. In period 3 then the effectiveness
limit is S2?, while Player 1's subgame-perfect share isl-S (1 - 6 9 ) =
1 - S + S 2 Y . In period 2 then the effectiveness limit, as well as Player
1's share, is S - S2 S3?.
Finally, in the f i s t period the effectiveness
limit is S2 - S3 + S4?, while Player 1's share is 1-6 (6 - S2 S 3 Y ) '=
1 - S + S2 - S3 + S4?. In Table 2 we can appreciate that while the effect
of the option is diminishing the further it is, it never vanishes: in every
preceding period it increases both the effectiveness limit of the current
option and Player 1's share, with respect to the case with no effective
options.
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(1989)), outside options have seemingly exited from the research agenda.
The implicit argument behind this neglect was that. since we know exactly
their effects,why should we unnecessarily complicate our models with those
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time about the prospects of their outside opportunities. In these cases, we
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(offers) reveal about what she knows at the time.
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Abstract. we investigate the nonatomic assignment model introduced by
Gretsky, Ostroy and Zame (1992) under general conditions on the economic
agents and utility functions. This extension allows considering various function spaces (price processes and risk curves) as models for the market.
We show that the assignment problem based on "inequality" constraints
is equivalent to a corresponding transportation problem under "equality"
constraints. This equivalence leads to a general duality theorem in this setting. In order to model some external regulations on the market requiring
at least a certain minimum level of activity on the part of the agents, we
then introduce a modified assignment model with constraints on the agents.
We establish duality theorems for this modified assignment problem and
existence results for optimal solutions.
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1 Introduction
The assignment model of Shapley and Shubik (1972) has been extended t o
the following version with a continuum of buyers and sellers by Gretsky,
&troy and Zame (1992) called the nonatomic assignment model:
Consider the set X I of buyers and the set X2 of sellers each having a dis,z = 1 , 2
tinct house to sell. and associate two probability spaces (X,, A?,PZ)
with the buyers and sellers respectively, where P, represent the population distributions. If buyer xl and seller x2 were to transfer ownership
of the house 2 2 , then the monetary value of this transfer between the
- pair ( x l ,2 2 ) can be represented by a measurable function h(x1, x2) on
5
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